The standard SQL assumes that the users are aware of all tables and their schemas to write queries. This assumption may be valid when the users deal with a relatively small number of tables, but writing a SQL query on a large number of tables is often challenging; (1) the users do not know what tables are relevant to their query, (2) it is too cumbersome to explicitly list tens of (or even hundreds of) relevant tables in the FROM clause and (3) the schemas of those tables are not identical. We now propose an intuitive yet powerful extension to SQL that helps users explore and aggregate information spread over a large number of tables.
INTRODUCTION
We built the sensorbase as a repository for sensor data [5] . The sensorbase is a relational database, where users create tables and upload their own sensornet data to the tables. Figure 1 shows a small subset of sensorbase tables, which are generated by three users. In this paper, it is assumed that all table columns have been normalized; that is, we assume that he columns with the same data type have identical names and their data units are the same as well.
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Now consider a user who wants to write a query for "what is the average temperature of Washington? ". Even if the user may know that all temperature readings are stored in the columns named "temperature" and all city names are stored in the "city" columns, very likely, the user does not know what tables are available in sensorbase and which of them are relevant to the query; here are many tables not only * This research is supported by NSF NeTS-FIND program, award number CNS-0626702. 1 The column normalization can be done by the sensorbase recommendations on common data types or through schema matching tools [1] [4] used, say, by the sensorbase administrator.
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). The main problem of current SQL may be summarized as follows: there is no easy way to "declaratively specify" the set of tables to be used for a query. In this paper, we introduce the concept of tableset as an elegant way to specify the tables of interest and run queries on those tables.
TABLESET
A tableset is defined as a set of tables. Users first create a tableset composed of relevant tables, run SQL queries on the tableset, and aggregate the results to obtain the final answer. To support this mechanism, we defined seven basic tableset operators as shown in Table 1 . In this paper, we will discuss select, project, and merge operators. 
Select operators (σ) Tuple-level select operator, denoted as σC (T S), selects all tuples from each table in the tableset TS that satisfy the condition C. For example, the output of σ time= 2007−11−0100:00:05 (υ), where υ represents all tables in Figure 1 , is the tuples whose time column value is '2007-11-01 00:00:05' as shown in Figure 2 . The 
Project operator (π)
The project operator on a tableset TS, πE(T S), is used to keep only certain columns. E is the list of columns to keep in the output. For example, a user can use π sid (υ) to remove all columns other than sid and obtain the list of all sensor identifiers.
A column listed in E of πE(T S) may not exist in some tables in T S. For example, consider π sid,temperature (υ). Potentially, there are three ways to deal with the tables with missing columns. First, all tables with missing columns are dropped in the output. Note that this interpretation can be enforced using the hascolumn() condition. Second, for missing-column tables, we project only on the columns that exist in the tables. We choose to use this interpretation as the default semantic of the tableset project operator with missing columns. For instance, Figure 3 shows the result of π sid,temperature (υ). Third, for all tables in the output tableset, we add all missing columns and fill in the value NULL for those columns. We use the symbol "+" to denote the column that must be added to the output. For example, Figure 3 shows the result of π sid,temperature+ (υ). 
SQL EXTENSION
Users can create their own tablesets by CREATE TABLE-SET statement. First, users can directly specify the tables that should belong to a tableset, which is useful when users know the exact tables of interest and the number of the tables is small (e.g., "create tableset WashHumiditySensors AS SensorAHW, SensorBH;"). In particular, ALLTABLES is a predefined tableset that includes all tables in a database. Second, users can create a tableset from the result tableset from a SELECT statement. Figure 4 shows a new syntax of SELECT statement. A SELECT statement may have a tableset in the FROM clause. Then, the conditions in the WHERE clause is interpreted as a tuple-level select condition (i.e., σC (T S)). 
CONCLUSION
The COURGAR [3] and the TinyDB [2] provide users with a single table to query, so that the users avoid exploring and aggregating information across a large number of tables. Our sensorbase and the SQL extension is different to thier systems, in terms of the fact that sensorbase (1) keeps sensor data coming from different data authorities and (2) does not require a centralized view or maintenance effort for the view.
Our SQL extension makes users easily compose queries over a large number of tables. Users can declaratively specify the tables that they are interested in, and easily aggregate instances stored in the multiple tables.
